
Order of Adjectives

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

The _____________ glimmer of dawn shone upon the countenances of the
two young men, who now turned once more to face each other.
1.

(grey/first)

Revised and enlarged edition, with index for names, and portraits of
thirteen _________________ poets.
2.

(American/great)

The Shawanoe had learned ____________________ facts.3.
(important/several)

He catches it by reading a ____________ pages somewhere, and then
there is nothing for it but to let the matter take its course.
4.

(few/stray)

But ____________ bees will be found.5. (few/young)

There are too ____________ lads about this place.6. (many/wild)

In the fourth issue of the paper appeared ______________
advertisements.
7.

(several/new)

The ___________ story has never been more lovingly and artistically told.8.
(dear/old)

These galleys were for their _______________ accommodation.9.
(personal/own)

The bird always approaches on foot, and leaves it in the _____________
manner, unless rudely disturbed.
10.

(same/quiet)

Wherever the features of the ground admitted, a stand was made by
________________ detachments of the rear and flank guard.
11.

(various/small)

The door was forcibly shut in their faces, and __________________
officers and men were excluded.
12.

(several/British)

It's used in treating _________________ ailments.13. (certain/mental)
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If my hair would only change color, here's a ______________ crib all
ready for me to step into.
14.

(nice/little)

They told him that their husbands had been killed by the giants, who had
then condemned them to be starved to death, because they would not eat the
flesh of their ___________ husbands.

15.

(dead/own)

Then a flash, not altogether of pleasure, passed over her face, and she
said a ____________ words to the woman near her, advancing the moment
afterwards to give her hand to Catherine.

16.

(few/hasty)

One ____________ fellow lighted a pipe.17. (big/burly)

The ________________ spirit is wanting in the West.18. (artistic/true)

My whole has witnessed __________________ events.19.
(remarkable/many)

He saw the sparkle of her _____________ eyes, which never ceased to
question, yet appeared to contain the mystery of the world.
20.

(blue/large)
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